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Abstract 
This work addresses the issues of defining (a) the structure of a knowledge 
repository of good business practices for managing change in organisations and 
(b) a Web based tool for providing a simple means for accessing this knowledge. 
Following the proposal made within the ESPRIT project ELEKTRA', the 
expression of best business practices is done in terms of generic patterns. The term 
'pattern' refers to such knowledge that may be repeatable from one situation to 
another, and shareable by many different users. The knowledge encapsulated in 
patterns is expressed in terms of the concepts of the EKD methodology (Enterprise 
Knowledge Development) such as enterprise goals, enterprise processes etc .. This 
paper presents the framework for representing the patterns and a set of 
mechanisms for navigating within the repository of patterns in a WWW 
environment. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The concept of pattern has been widely used in the software development 
community during the last 20 years in particular by those practising Object
Oriented (00) approaches. It has been more recently introduced in the Information 
System Method Engineering community (ISME). All these efforts aim to exploit 
knowledge about best practice in so me domain. Therefore, this concept is usually 
used in the context of reuse. 

In the 00 community, the focus has been put on patterns useful during the 
design of software and independent of any particular domain (Coad, 1992), (Beck, 
1997), (Buschmann, et al 1996), (Coplien, Schmidt, 1995), (Gamma et al, 1994), 
(Vlissides et al, 1996), (Hay, 1996), (Fowler, 1997). In the ISME community, 
generic patterns are used for the sake of methodology oriented process modelling. 
They aim at proposing a means for constructing situation specific methods out of a 
set of fragments. These fragments are called method chunks (Rolland, Plihon, 
1996), (Rolland, Prakash, 1996) or method fragments (Harmsen et al, 1994). Such 
patterns encapsulate knowledge about processes that can be reused and apply in 
different settings and allows to guide method engineers in the construction of 
methods. 

The work on generic patterns presented in this paper addresses specifically one 
of the main objectives of the ESPRIT project ELEKTRA which can be stated as 
"to discover generalised patterns of change management for reusing them in 
similar settings in other electric supply companies". 

Different studies have shown that it seems possible that generic knowledge can 
be exhibited for the modelling of change in the Electricity Supply Industry (ES I) 
sector, e.g. (Yajima,1997). We propose to express this knowledge in generic terms 
and to model it with generic patterns. We consider two types of generic patterns: 
• generic patterns dedicated to the modelling of the ESI sec tor what will be 

called thereafter the product patterns, and 
• generic patterns tailored to change management in the ESI sector wh at will be 

called thereafter the change process patterns. 

In ELEKTRA, we propose to describe the knowledge encapsulated in patterns in 
terms of the EKD (Enterprise Knowledge Development) methodology concepts 
(i.e. enterprise goals, enterprise processes etc.) (Loucopoulos et al, 1997). EKD is 
an approach that provides a systematic and controlled way of analysing, 
understanding, developing and documenting an enterprise and its componellts by 
using Enterprise Modelling. Its purpose is to provide a clear and unambiguous 
picture of (a) how the enterprise functions currently, (b) what are the requirements 
for change and the reasons for change (c) the alternatives that could be envisaged 
in order to meet these requirements and (d) the criteria and arguments for 
evaluating these alternatives (Bubenko et aL 1997). 

The ELEKTRA project addresses the two requirements of (i) assisting in the 
development of EKD specifications (Rolland et al, 1997a), (Rolland et al, 1998a) 
and (ii) assisting in the management of change with the ESI sector (Rolland et al, 
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1997b). Accordingly, there are three aspects of work within ELEKTRA that need 
to be addressed: 
• The definition of a framework for representing knowledge about the ESI 

sector, Le. the pattern template, and the structure o/the pattern repository. 
• The definition of a tool for using this knowledge. In order to make the 

repository of knowledge accessible by any company of the ESI sector that is 
involved in change management, the tool is defined as a Web navigator over 
the repository. 

• The definition of the knowledge itself, which is used in describing some 
aspects of the ESI sector. 

This paper deals with the two first aspects and proposes a framework for 
representing knowledge about the ESI sector and a tool for using such a 
knowledge. In the context of this project, the patterns will be specific to the ESI 
sector and will not be applicable to any other sector. The framework however, for 
organising these patterns, is independent of any application and could potentially 
be used in other domains. The rationale is that all concepts defined and used within 
this framework are based on the EKD method which is totally domain 
independent. Furthermore, an important aspect of the ELEKTRA project concerns 
the dissemination of best business practices within the ESI sector companies. To 
this end, we encapsulate the knowledge describing the best business practices 
within a single repository and propose a simple tool that allows to access this 
knowledge over the Web. 

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the concept of a pattern, 
pattern template and pattern repository. The three next sections, respectively 
sections 3, 4 and 5, are dedicated to the presentation of the ELEKTRA pattern 
framework in which the ESI specific patterns will be defined. With this purpose, 
section 3 first sets the structure of a pattern. Then, section 4 defines a typology 
introducing the concepts of products and change process patterns within the 
framework. Because there is a need to combine different patterns in different 
alternative ways to adopt different solutions for a given problem, section 5 presents 
the structure of such a pattern repository. Section 6 describes the process of using 
generic patterns and presents the pattern repository navigator called the 'electronic 
handbook' through a scenario of use. 

2 AN OVERVIEW OF PATTERNS 

2.1 The notion of pattern 

Much of the contemporary work on patterns has been inspired by the work of c. 
Alexander on the use of patterns within the domain of architecture (Alexander, 
1979). In (Alexander et al, 1977) a pattern is described as "a problem which occurs 
over an over aga in in our environment and then describes the core 0/ the solution to 
that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, 
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without ever doing the same twice". Here, the emphasis is put on the fact that a 
pattern describes a recurrent problem and it is defined with its associate core solution. 

In the context of object-oriented development, Gamma (Gamma et al, 1994) 
defines a design pattern as "a description 01 communicating objects and classes 
that are customised to solve a general problem in a particular contexf'. In the 
same context, (Coad, 1992) proposes that "an object-oriented pattern is an 
abstraction 01 a doublet, triplet or other small grouping 01 classes that is likely to 
be helpful again and again on object-oriented developmenf'. From this definition, 
what should be kept in mind is that a pattern is an 'abstraction' that can be 'helpful 
on object-oriented development'. The term abstraction implies that a pattern is 
described differently than the classes it has been built from. As a matter of fact, a 
pattern is generic in the sense that it captures the commonalties between the classes 
at a generic level. 

There are three key ideas concerning patterns which are .embodied in these 
definitions. First is the fact that a pattern relates a problem to a solution to this 
problem. The second point draws oUf attention to the fact that wh at is important in 
pattern identification is not so much to recognise the commonalties among 
candidate elements but to identify the discriminant criteria. What is the key point 
in pattern identification is to find what is unique in a problem and makes it 
different from other similar problems. Finally, the genericity may be at different 
levels: 
• A pattern can be used for different applications in a specific domain repeatable 

in different organisations/settings (application independent but domain 
specific). Example: generic patterns for ESI sector. 

• A pattern can be used in different domains (domain independent pattern). 
Example: generic patterns for goal refinement. 

2.2. Pattern template 

For the pattern to be generic and reusable, the pattern template should be able to 
state (a) that a given problem exists within astated range of contexts and (b) that in 
the given context, a given solution solves the given problem. The pattern 
'template' is a predetermined structure according to which the generic knowledge 
has to be represented. Therefore, a set of desirable properties for a pattern must 
include the problem for which the pattern propose a reusable knowledge, the 
solution describing this knowledge and the context of use. A context refers to a 
recurring set of situations in which the pattern applies. 

In the literature we found different proposals for the description of those 
desirable properties. For instance, (Coad et al, 1996) defines the structure of a 
pattern as including information describing the pattern, examples of use along with 
information describing the relationships that the pattern has with other patterns. In 
this case, the abstraction takes the form of an OMT diagram describing interacting 
classes. New classes (or more precisely structures of class) will be generated out of 
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this diagram. According to (Alexander et al, 1977), the structure of a pattern 
contains the following properties: 

• Name. it should be short and as descriptive as possible 

• Examples. one or several diagramsldrawings illustrating the use ofthe pattern. 

• Context. it focuses on the situation where the pattern is applicable. 

• Problem. it describes the major forceslbenetits of the pattern and its applicability constraints. 

• Solution. it details the way to solve the problem. it is composed of static relationships as weil as 
dynamic ones describing how to construct an artefact according to the pattern. 

This is very similar to the pattern structure proposed by Coad. The additions 
concern guidelines for using the pattern plus some information on the context of 
use of the pattern. The structure proposed in (Gamma et al, 1994) is the most 
complete proposed in the literature. The context as weH as the relationships the 
pattern has with other patterns are emphasised, different means are used to 
describe the pattern and its possible use. The template also includes the explicit 
motivation for using the pattern (trade-offs and benefits). 

2.3 Pattern repository 

As specified in section 2.2, a pattern is expressed to capture both the problem and 
the solution as weH as the rationale for the applicability of the solution. The 
solution described in the pattern relates to a single problem. Nevertheless, when we 
are faced with complex situations, as for example, when a complex solution may 
not be described in a single pattern or a single solution may be too specific and not 
reusable, then the overall problem and its complex solution should be factored out 
into a number ofproblems and their respective solutions. 

Within ELEKTRA, the definition of the ESI generic patterns will constitute, in 
their totality, a pattern repository that will be designed to be shared by all 
stakeholders involved in change management projects within this sector. 

In order to support an easy navigation in the pattern repository for retrieving the 
appropriate patterns with regard to the problem at hand, we need some indexing 
mechanisms (Frakes, Pole, 1994). After a careful study of the state of the art 
synthesising the different possible indexing methods for pattern descriptions 
(Rolland et al, 1998b), we have chosen a faceted solution that will be developed in 
section 3.2. The three following sections are dedicated to the presentation of the 
ELEKTRA pattern framework. 

3 THE PATTERN TEMPLATE 

This section sets the structure of a pattern, namely the pattern template. Clear1y, 
there is a need to make a difference between the body of a pattern and its 
description. The former is a model that is effectively reused; in our framework it is 
an EKD model fragment. The latter aims to describe the context in which the body 
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of the pattern can be reused. Therefore, a pattern is completely defined with its 
descriptor and its body (see figure 1). 

PO.llern 

Figure 1 The pattern template 

3.1 The body 

One of the main objectives of patterns is their sharing between different people 
and/or situation. The effectiveness of the sharing depends on the language adopted 
for describing the reusable knowledge which is embedded in the pattern. The use 
of natural language (Coplien, Schmidt, 1995) has the advantage of ease of 
transferability but falls short on formality. Lack of formality makes the use of 
patterns problematic and the development of appropriate tools difficult. The use of 
conceptual modelling languages such as UML (Fowler, 1997) overcomes these 
shortcomings. 

We propose a refinement of the conceptual modelling approach by using the 
EKD concepts to describe the body of a pattern (Loucopoulos et al, 1997). In 
ELEKTRA, the generic patterns are grounded on the ontology of the ESI sector 
and to this end the generic patterns used within ELEKTRA may not be applicable 
to other domains. However, the structuring framework for the generic patterns is 
domain independent, the only dependency being in its use of EKD descriptions 
(i.e. enterprise goals, enterprise processes, etc.). 

Figure 2 shows the body of a pattern describing some generic properties and 
associated state transitions graphs of the objects of the class 'Bill'. All bills across 
ESI companies have a set of common properties such as : an identification number, 
a date of issue, a due date, the amount due, etc .. With reference to the EKD 
methodology, these properties can be described at a generic level in a generic 
object class. Following the same line, astate transitions graph described at a 
generic level is associated to the definition of the 'bill' object dass. 

Bill 

Id.n lili;atlon nu mber 

Oale 01 Issu. 

Du. dal. 

A.m ouonl (lU. 

O,scflptlon o' SI,,..lcl to b, p.~ 
Dir.ct (or Indir,etlra'arance 
tl) Ih, cu~lIIom., 

Obi_c, prop_rV .. SIt'o ,,"nlltlon. graph 

Figure 2 A pattern having an EKD object sub-model fragment as body 
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3.2 The descriptor 

As it will be emphasised in seetions 5 and 6, descriptors play a key role in the 
reuse process and for this reason it is very important to define them as accurately 
as possible. Our proposal is to have a pattern descriptor defined as an aggregation 
of a signature and guidelines (figure 3). The former describes in which situation it 
is relevant to reuse the body of the pattern whereas the latter are recommendations 
on the way the body of a pattern can be reused. 

A signature aims at describing the characteristics of a pattern, where it can be 
used, why, etc .. It has a formal part and an informal part as shown in figure 3. As 
we will develop in section 5, formal signatures are used in the reuse process in 
order to retrieve patterns which are appropriate for a given situation having a given 
usage intention in mind. There are however, some additional requirements for 
describing patterns that are encapsulated in the informal signature. In fact, a 
pattern should describe not only the 'how', i.e. a solution on how to solve a 
problem, but also on the 'why', i.e. the reasoning behind the solution-problem pair. 

Dc~C'nptnr I 

t~~~~~~~~~~C~II~I~d~e~U~.~'~"~J HIIM' i, ca. b. r~"st!d 
Wh l!n Ihf! mod~1 

/ros",en, . 

<_.< ... ", ..•...•..• .......... t:ff D~" •• ,. 

f KD nlf)deh ,lral urt: : r-:::-l 
·D.c",·'··" ··,,d "::::: ... 0 

Bodv n 

Figure 3 Pattern bodies and descriptors 

The formal signature 

For describing the formal signature, we have chosen to combine both a faceted 
approach with a contextual approach (Grosz et al.,1997). Accordingly, the formal 
signature has a situation part and a usage intention part (see figure 4). 

Type 

Oomain 
j Situ~-ti~nJ 

Figure 4 The formal signature description 

Vrrb 
'-__ -,-___ JL--- Pa ram e te rs : 

· Suurce 
• Turget 

• ObJecl 
• Rcsult 

·M anner 
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Measureverb (electricity consumption)resuJt 

({rom meter reading)source (by using meter readers)manner 

Change verb (current situation)object ({rom monopoly structure)source 

(10 CBS structure)result (by keeping staff)manner 

Examples of complete fonnal signatures are given below (figure 5). 

Esu,nplt! I : Bllltns 
Typt · I Rol~/llc"viIY peilern I 
Dm'llu;n : CU_lomc::r .. ~r",;clnc 
U'use lifte,.,;",. : Meuurc: fof" (elcetriclly C'nn.umpllnn~u." ((rom meier re.dlng) .... KIf (b)' uA:ing mtltr rC'dcr!~ •• ~ 

E.HHU"I;: 2' Chtingc:: (roln monopoly 
TJpe : ! Proc:cl.!I pallernl 
Dn",aln . R C~ItUC'IUr'lllg 

U'ugt Intt!rtlwrt · Change "r'" ( thc CUrrCnlItIlUaUon)flItJUI«(rom monopoly :lltruclurclu ...... 
(10 CBS uruclurr:> ......... (by kccpmg ~Iaff)_u.t'r 

Figure 5 Examples of fonnal signatures 

According to the structure of the fonnal signature defined above, a thesaurus of 
all possible values for the introduced facets will be created. 

The informal signature 

The infonnal signature of a pattern is composed of mandatory components and 
optional components. In fact, a pattern should be easily shareable and to this end it 
should not be cluttered with unnecessary infonnation. This gives rise to mandatory 
and optional features. The mandatory components are: the name of the pattern, the 
context of the pattern, the problems that it is trying to solve, the constraints 
(forces) characterising the problems and qualified by tke context (i.e. giving 
priorities, etc.), and the solution that solves the problem. The optional components 
are: the resulting context after using the pattern, possible examples and the 
rationale used. Figure 6 presents the infonnal signature related to the pattern about 
the measurement of electricity consumption. 

Hamt': MC:J~ure EleL.1ricily Consumpttun 
COnl~XI: ESI cumpanie. churge cu >turne", buscd un elcetricity cunsumption ut ,",,"omor inSlullation 
Pm"'.m: Huw .huuld ES) compani •• mOll,ure ele'1ricity consumplion? 
Ftlru.f: DUI" about ele'1ricilY con,umpliun .hould be accu,.le: The rOllding •• huuld take pluc-e in regular interval, 
Solution: En~uCE Ihul meier indiCLIfjon~ ure luken in n::gull.lr inltrYul., 

Figure 6 An example of an infonnal signature 

3.3 A complete example of pattern 

Figure 7 shows an example of a pattern defined with respect to the pattern template 
described previously. This pattern is independent of any particular application. It is 
domain dependent and it is applicable only in the ESI sector. This example deals 
with the particular problem of measuring the consumption of electricity by 
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• The situation precisely describes the applicability conditions which must hold 
for reusing the generic pattern. It comprises two facets : 

• The type: the type of the pattern (Actor/Role, Role/Activity, Object. 

Rule, Goal, Change process patterns) (see section 4). 
• The domain: it describes the activity domain for which the pattern is 

applicable to (cus tomer servicing, res tructuring, etc.). 

• The usage intention expresses the goal to be achieved by the use of the generic 
pattern. It has two facets: 

• A verb (invoice, change, ... ) ,and 

• A set of parameters. Parameters are described as a set of sub-facets: 
source, target and manner. Each parameter plays a different role with 
respect to the verb, some of them having sub-types (e.g. target has two 
sub types: object and result). 

The target designates what is affected by the usage intention. We 
distinguish two types of targets: objects and results. As opposed to 
objects, the results are affected by the usage intention. They do not 
exist prior to the usage intention. In the first example below, the target 
'electricity consumption' refers to the value of what has been 
consumed and does not exist prior to the measurement, it is the result 
of the measurement. In the second example, the 'current situation' is 
the object of the associated change process whereas the 'CBS 
structure' is the result of the intention. 

Measure verb (electricity consumption)resull 

Change b (current situation) b' I (to CBS structure) 1I ver 0 Jee resu 

The source identifies the ongm of what is affected by the usage 
intention. The source 'from meter reading', in the first example, 
identifies the origin of the electricity consumption measurement. 
Similarly, the 'monopoly structure' in the second example, refers to 
the existing structure model which will be directly affected by the 
change process. 

Measureverb (electricity consumption)result (from meter reading) souree 

Change b (current situation) b' I(from monopoly structure) ver 0 ~ee souree 

(10 CBS structure) result 

The manner parameter is used to express in which way the usage 
intention is achieved. In the first example, the manner refers to the 
ways electricity can be measured, this, in fact, could be done in 
various ways, either automatically or by asking meter readers to 
collect the appropriate information. Concerning the second example, 
the intention is to change the structure model from monopoly to CBS 
in a way which allows to avoid lay-off. 
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customers. Note that this pattern is not put forward as the complete solution to this 
problem. Its purpose at this stage is to be illustrative of the concept of pattern. The 
pattern contains all the mandatory components specified in the pattern descriptor. 
The body of the pattern describes an actor-role model. This model is designed in 
such a way that, according to our belief, it is applicable to all ESI organisations 
dealing with the problem of measuring electricity consumption. 

Nom(!," Mt:(J\IIrc ele"lrit:ity Con.'iunrplion 
Colllexl: ESJ ,-oll1pDnit\ d,argt c.U.\'IomtT.\ bo\'ed on tlttt:tridty ,.,m,\'umplüm ul eU-'ilOmcr ;n.'IIallmion 
PTlJhlt!m: Hou- "}wuld ESI (flmpanit!" mt!u\lJrt! dt:t:tritity c.:,mfI4mptlon? 

FfJTC.'C'· Dma abOUI dec.tr;liry (IJn.mmptwn llwuld bt! DL'(; lIralt:; Th/! Tt!udmg.f rr/ltlulJ laU plat:c in regillar ;mtrwJb 
SollI1101I" EnUITt IluII mtler indi'OI;ml,\ art! laken In rcsular interval., ~ 

- -- Informel Signature 

Gll;d~lilll'\': Dcpcndrng Oll/he target oTsani.\Ulion. file U(Wr ~Di!J.'lr;bUlltm Oivhion_ and ;1.\ aUlJdalt:d 

rillt: moy br 'plilltd imo a \1:1 ()f Qc:Wf\ und a .\el tlf a ,\\'fK:;Ultd rtll~" r~fll!,";ng Ihl! .,t,m.:wrt of ,he 
'Jrganimwm. Th", alm appli~"· 10 lire .M~/t!r Reader. aLltJr and i1.\ r"It:. C(lfIrJ;ntJl;on linh ,dlllJ(Jv~,n bt 
{/~fint!J hC'nu!t!n Ih~ m/~.\ rt!lll"hrg '{Ihe l'(1lH1mg. H(}n·t!~'l!r. Iht!.\t! nt!w link,{ Iwv~ 10 Lvnform /(llhc 

"(Hlrdlnulion nl!t!d., ben\'l!en ,hl! T"II!' -Ml!Il!r Tl!adins management. und .M~ler Tt:uding. : 

Type I Actor·RoleI 
Domam: Cu'tomer Servicing 
Usoge Intention: Deline .... (Meter Re.ding),.,., 

/ 
lJl.tnbutloa 

Vhbilln 

pi., .. 
Alrtlr R ... &ol 

MlMI_ImIMI 

r:_. 

~~m~~ 

~Guldellnes 

I M .. "R •• , I 
pi.,. 

...L.-.., 
MrI"r~.&,. 
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R~ 
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1011&"1.11\ ... 
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Figure 7 An example of a complete pattern 

4 PATTERN TYPOLOGY 

4.1 Product patterns 

EKD methodology providing the notations which are used in the ELEKTRA 
project, the simplest position for describing generic patterns consists of 
representing their bodies as EKD models fragments. On the other hand, since EKD 
has its own typology of models, one possibility is to extend this typology to the 
patterns. The EKD sub-models that are greyed in figure 8 will be used for ESI 
patterns. Therefore, the body of a pattern can be either a goal pattern represented 
with the goal model concepts or a business process pattern represented with the 
business process model concepts. In this framework, we do not tackte with IS 
patterns. A business process pattern is specialised in turn into actor/role pattern, 
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role/activity pattern, object pattern and rule pattern, according to the corresponding 
sub-models of the EKD. 

Figure 8 Generic patterns according to EKD models 

All these patterns describe ESI structural models and are referred to as product 
patterns. However, EKD addresses both the description of the business processes 
(and their associated goals) and the description of the change process itself. The 
former leads to product patterns whereas the latter introduces the needs for another 
type of pattern called, change process patterns. As depicted in figure 9, both types 
of patterns are refinements of the 'pattern' concept. 

[!Utt;n 
~ 

Produci PIIUCrfl 

'f 
~ ,_ L , 

GOII ~ __ ..! 

r- ChanGe proC'cu pllltern 

J ---,----' 
, , 

.- - I 

Figure 9 Distinguishing between product and change process patterns 

4.2 Change process patterns 

Similarly to the product patterns presented in the previous section, the description 
of change processes might be done at a generic level in terms of change process 
patterns. Our proposal is to use an extended goal model as a means to represent the 
body of generic change process fragments . Following the semantics of an EKD 
goal graph, a change process pattern is represented as a goal hierarchy using the 
AND/OR connectors (see figure 10). In order not to confuse between company 
business goals and the company change goals, we decide to rename for the latter 
the concept of 'goal' as 'change intention'. 
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The proposed extension consists of expressing the top level change intention in 
its context as a triplet <initial situation, change intention, target situation>. The 
initial situation refers to the current state of the organisation whereas, the target 
situation refers to the target state. The two situations are described by EKD 
models. For instance, if an electricity company wants to change its stmctural 
model from monopoly to ISO (the change intention), it must be specified where 
the company is now (the initial situation, e.g. a monopoly situation represented as 
EKD models) and where it wants to go (the target situation, e.g. the ISO structural 
model also represented as EKD models). Note that the remaining of a change 
process pattern is expressed as a change intention decomposition. The leaves of a 
goal hierarchy art! called operationalisable change intentions. An operationalisable 
change intention corresponds to an intention that does not require any further 
decomposition, it means that its realisation can be expressed in terms of one or 
several product patterns (i.e. a set of EKD models). 

i. deICcribc:d b 

;. 
do.e.;bod 

by 

Figure 10 The structure of the body of a change process pattern 

4.3 Summary 

In summary, we will use the EKD meta-model as a language for describing both 
the bodies of ESI specific generic patterns (being it product or change process 
pattern) and application specific EKD models. In the context of the ELEKTRA 
project, generic patterns are ESI specific, i.e. they encapsulate knowledge about 
the ESI sector. For instance, we have product patterns related to the different ways 
the customer's bills can be managed as weH as change process patterns for 
handling change from monopoly to ISO structure. Indeed, application specific 
EKD models are also instances of the EKD meta-model as depicted in figure 11 . 
These instances can be the expansion or the refinement of the generic patterns as 
we will develop in section 5. 
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Figure 11 Generic patterns and enterprise specific EKD models 

5 PATTERN REPOSITORY 

Clearly, composed patterns are meaningful. The first possibility is to define a 
pattern as an aggregation of other patterns, in other words to compose complex 
patterns using more elementary patterns. The drawback of this solution is that it 
hinders a flexible reuse process. A more flexible solution consists of (i) keeping 
atomic patterns at the knowledge level in the repository, and (ii) expressing their 
possible composition through an indexing hierarchy (meta-knowledge) level. This 
is the option that we propose. 

5.1 Relationships among patterns and their descriptors 

Besides, as the descriptor is merely intentional (i.e. goal oriented), the proposal is 
to express the relationships using intention connectors. We identify three types of 
connectors, AND, OR (exclusive OR) and AND/OR (inclusive OR). The two first 
are traditionally used in goal modelling; they are part of the EKD types of goal 
relationships. The AND/OR relationship is required in order to make possible the 
expression of a multiple choice between several options. 

Usage Intenllon I J.. AND: 11.12 and 13 
~ arepar1-o11 

11 12 13 

Usage Intention I 
~ .. OR:II , 12BndI3 

--'f~ are aHernatlves 10 1 
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-A (lI OR 12)or 
~ (llANDI2) 

11 12 

Figure 12 Relationships among usage intentions 
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This way of expressing the possible combinations of patterns leads to a 
hierarchical representation of the domain knowledge which is intentional as it is 
expressed with domain goals. Our belief is that this representation eases the 
retrieval of relevant patterns for a given situation. Indeed, the users of the 
repository can understand its contents by browsing through a hierarchy of goals 
(usage intentions of patterns, see § 3.2) that are meaningful and familiar to them. 
Figure 12 shows the re1ationships among usage intentions. 

5.2 Repository organisation 

Based on the introduction of the hierarchy of usage intentions made above, we can 
now introduce the structure of the repository of the ESI patterns, following our 
proposal. First, the repository is composed of two parts: 
• the patterns part (defined at the knowledge level), and 
• the indexing hierarchy part (defined at the meta-know1edge level). 

The patterns part represents the ESI knowledge for a single problem. The 
descriptor of the pattern is an expression of the problem whereas the body is the 
reusable solution provided to this problem. 

The indexing hierarchy part describes this knowledge in terms of the ESI domain 
goals (usage intentions) that can be fulfilled by reusing the patterns. Indeed, the 
hierarchical organisation of the usage intentions of descriptors helps structuring the 
problem in intentional terms that are (or should be) easily understood by the 
domain experts. It supports a top-down approach for retrieving the appropriate 
patterns for a given situation in a given setting. 
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In figure 13, the top level usage intentions figures out what is the overall objective 
of the ELEKTRA project, namely to 'Manage change in the ESI sector' and teUs 
us that there are two problems in managing the change which are supported by 
pattern based solutions in the repository: 'Understand ESI models' and 'Manage 
the change process'. While browsing through the indexing hierarchy associated to 
the former usage intention, the possible paths lead to a set of product patterns, 
whereas while browsing through the hierarchy associated to the latter, the possible 
paths lead to change process patterns. The leaves of these change process patterns 
(expressed as change intentions graphs) make explicit references to product 
patterns (as shown in figure 10). 

6 AN ELECTRONIC HANDBOOK SUPPORTING THE REUSE 
PROCESS 

In this section, we first describe the general process of reuse of the generic patterns 
based on the framework presented in the previous sections that can be summarised 
as a process of retrieval, selection and customisation of generic patterns. Then, we 
detail the architecture of the 'electronic handbook', it is a Web based tool that is 
dedicated to the two first steps of the reuse process, namely retrieval and selection 
of generic patterns. The third step is planned to be handle by the 'electronic 
handbook'. We plan to extend the tool architecture with editing facilities allowing 
to directly manipulate EKD models and to customise patterns. 

6.1 The process of reusing patterns 
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Figure 14 The illustration of the reuse process 
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Let us now describe the process of reusing a generic pattern. As illustrated in 
figure 14, it is a three steps proCeSS which consists of : 

l. the retrieval and selection of the generic patterns from the repository 
of generic patterns, 

2. the storage of the selected generic patterns in the work space and 
3. the customisationJexpansionJrefinement of the generic pattern. 

Step 1 shall be performed by the domain expert, through browsing facilities or 
queries. Queries are useful when the domain expert knows what he/she is looking 
for. Queries are based on the structure of the descriptor and use the thesaurus of 
the terms corresponding to the values of the descriptor facets. The browsing 
facilities are adapted to get a full picture of the repository contents and to select the 
appropriated patterns using a top-down approach. 

During this step, the domain expert is facing the list of patterns that match his/her 
requirements. He/she has to select the appropriate ones. This selection process 
requires to carefully browse the informal signatures of the retrieved patterns in 
order to understand the differences between them and to determine the one that 
conforms his/her needs. This step ends up with the selection of one (or several) 
relevant pattern(s). 

In step 2, the selected patterns are stored in a work space in order to be adapted to 
the application in hand in the following step. It shall be noticed that the selected 
patterns are not instances of the patterns but called implemented-specialisations of 
them. The generic elements of the selected patterns are tailored to the enterprise 
vocabulary. 

In step 3, the selected patterns are progressively adapted to the specific 
requirements of the case under study, and extended into EKD models 
corresponding to the desired solution. All these transformations and extensions 
shall be supported by EKD editors and tools. This step starts with the recognition, 
in the current EKD specification under development (if any), of the parts of the 
selected pattern which are already described. This leads to define a set of 
correspondence links between the stored pattern and the current EKD 
specification. Based on this, the domain expert considers all the elements of the 
selected pattern which do not have a correspondence link and adds them, and 
customises them if necessary, in the current EKD specification. It mayaiso be 
necessary to expand the selected pattern with additional information specific to the 
company. This can be triggered by a careful study of the guidelines defined in the 
signature of the pattern. 

As shown by the grey elements of figure 14, the 'electronic handbook' that is 
described in the next section handle the two first steps of this process and proposes 
browsing and querying facilities tailored to the pattern repository. 
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6.2 The architecture of the 'electronic handbook' 

The e1ectronic handbook is a Web based to01 that supports a top-down approach 
for retrieving the appropriate patterns for a given situation in a given setting. It is 
composed of two inter-related modules: the Repository Browser which runs at the 
dient site and Pattern Search Engine which runs at the server site (figure 14). 

The Repository Browser is the interface provided to the domain expert, it 
consists in a set of HTML forms which allows him/her to interact with the 
electronic handbook and to access the pattern repository through either Internet or 
locally. 

The Patterns Search Engine is composed of a Web server, a set of CGI 
applications, and the pattern repository. The Web server is responsible for all 
exchanges between the client(s) and CGI applications that run on the server. It 
receives request from client(s) in the form of descriptors elements and sends the 
resulting patterns that are selected from the pattern repository. 

A more detailed presentation of the electronic handbook can be found in (Grosz 
et al, 1998). 

6.3 Using the 'electronic handbook' 

We shall now detail the different windows that the domain expert goes through 
while using the 'electronic handbook' For the sake ofreadability, the presentation 
follows an imaginary scenario of use. 

Figure 15 The horne page of the 'electronic handbook' 
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The background window of figure 15 presents the horne page of the 'electronic 
handbook'. Beside some general information, the main suggestion is to get the list 
of domain for which generic patterns have been defined within the repository. 

After the domain expert had dicked on the button, a query is sent to the Patterns 
Search Engine to retrieve the list of domains for which patterns have been defined. 
The result is sent to the Repository Browser which displays the foreground 
window of figure 15. The domain expert has now to select the one he/she has 
interest in. 

Figure 16 Submitted query and associated matching descriptors 

Then, as shown in the background window of figure 16, two options for 
querying or browsing the pattern repository are proposed. Assurne the domain 
expert selects the query facility, he/she is now asked to fill a form based on the 
descriptor structure. For each field, a list of possible values (those that are in the 
thesaurus) is accessible. Selecting an item from this list guarantees the conformity 
of the values towards those stored in the repository. Indeed, this description may 
not be complete with regard to the structure of the formal signature. The domain 
expert fiUs the properties he/she knows the value of. For instance, he/she may fill 
the property 'domain' = 'customer servicing' and describe partially its usage 
intention, 'Measureverb (eleclricity consumption)resulf 

After the form has been submitted (dick on the 'submit your choice' button), the 
Pattern Search Engine searches within the repository for the descriptors that match 
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the properties that were given. The search through the indexing hierarchy is 
perforrned in a top-down manner. In order to minimise the number of retrieved 
descriptors for the sake of guiding the domain expert, the search engine only 
retrieves the most general descriptors that match the query. The foreground 
window of figure 16 displays the resulting list of descriptors. All elements that 
complete the initial elements of the query are displayed in bold. 

The domain expert is asked to select one of these retrieved descriptors. In our 
case, assume he/she selects the descriptor having Measureverb (electricity 

consumption) 1I as usage intention and 'customer servicing in an integrated 
resu 

monopoly environment' as domain. 

Figure 17 Descending the hierarchy of descriptors 

Based on the previous selection, the Pattern Search Engine continues to descend 
the indexing hierarchy to retrieve more specialised descriptors that refine the 
selected one as shown in the background window of figure 17. In our example, two 
are matching : Measureverb (electricity consumption)result (Jrom meter reading)source (using 

meter readers)manner and Measureverb (e1ectricity consumption)result (automaticallY)manner' 

Because these two are alternative, the domain expert is asked to select one of them. 
Note that if the specialised elements would have been connected through the AND 
or AND/OR connectors, the domain expert cou1d have selected several ones. 
Assume, he/she selects the first one. The next steps consist in descending the 
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hierarchy until product or change process patterns are found. Let us just rernind 
that patterns are associated to the leaves of the indexing hierarchy. In our example, 
the next step, shown in the foreground window of figure 17, leads the Pattern 
Search Engine to reach leaves of the hierarchy. 

Assume the domain expert selects the first item of the list, the associated product 
pattern is then displayed as shown in figure 18 with all its components (Le. formal 
signature, informal signature, guidelines and body). Note that this pattern is the 
one presented in figure 7 of section 3.3. The domain expert has the ability to 
display the example(s) associated to this pattern in a different window. If this 
pattern satisfies his/her expectations, he/she can download the body of the pattern 
into his current work space. At this point, he/she can choose to stop the retrieval 
because he/she found what he/she was looking for. Otherwise, he/she has the 
possibility of continuing the retrieval guided by the Pattern Search Engine thanks 
to the 'what to do next' button. Clicking on this button will lead the tool to propose 
the pending options that were listed for this q uery. In our example, this would first 
lead the tool to suggest the study of the product pattern of the type 'object' (the 
second item in the foreground window of figure 17). 

Figure 18 The retrieved product pattern 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

A critical factor in being able to share best business practice (including best 
practice for system development) is the appropriate reuse of existing 'chunks' of 
best practice. Patterns provide the mechanism for achieving this. The generic 
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patterns will have to be built by empirical observation and tested on a range of 
examples within case studies. Prior to discovering patterns however in these case 
studies, there is a need to establish the framework for maintaining and using the 
knowledge pertinent to the patterns. This paper has attempted to provide first a 
framework for defining generic patterns for the Electricity Supply Industry (ESI) 
sector and second the associated electronic handbook. 

The framework sets the structure of a pattern template and the structure of the 
pattern repository. A pattern template comprises two main parts: adescriptor that 
characterises the problem to be solved and a body that provides a solution to this 
problem. We distinguish between product and change process patterns. The former 
are dedicated to the modelling of the ESI sector whereas the latter are tailored to 
change management in the ESI sector. The repository is composed of two parts: 
the pattern part and the indexing hierarchy that aims at facilitating the reuse of 
patterns. 

We have developed a mock-up that describes how to navigate through the 
repository over the Web. More precisely, the tool will offer browsing and querying 
facilities for the retrieval of the appropriate patterns for a given situation in a given 
setting using a top-down approach. A first prototype, comprising the browser and 
the search engine is now under development. 

Both the patterns framework and the tool are independent of any application and 
could potentially be used in other domains. However, the use of the proposed 
approach on large scale applications may require adaptations in both the repository 
structure and the underlying method. Furthermore, business problems are 
sometimes wicked and ill structured. Consequently, the design of generic patterns 
tailored to such problems is perceived as a difficult task that will be described in 
so me future research papers. 
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